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June 3, 2019 

 

Eric Bachner 

MVP Health Insurance Company 

625 State Street 

Schenectady, NY 12305 

 

Re:  MVP Health Plan, Inc. 

2020 Vermont Exchange Rate Filing 

SERFF Tracking #: MVPH-131934219 

 Objection #2 

 

Dear Mr. Bachner: 

 

The following additional information is required for this filing. 

 
 Notice regarding proper responses:  

• A minimum-acceptable response to quantitative questions from us must include a spreadsheet 

calculation with retained formulas such that we can replicate the calculations therein.  

• Explanatory responses are merely a supplement to the spreadsheet material and in of 

themselves will constitute a lack of response.  
 

Questions: 

1. Reconcile the 13.6% of CY2017 claims that were above $100,000 with the 11.2% shown in last 

year’s actuarial memorandum. 

2. Provide quantitative and qualitative support for the total administrative expenses including a 

projection for individual and small group separately. Please also demonstrate the impact of the 

increased membership and the grandfathered small groups that will migrate to this block by 2020. 

3. Provide quantitative and further qualitative support for the Rx trends in Exhibit 2a. 

4. Provide quantitative and qualitative support for the leveraged Rx trend. 

5. Provide quantitative support for the 1.032 trend factor applied to the claims for the deductible in 

Exhibit 2a. 

6. Please quantify the impact of the revised risk adjustment payment based on the analysis of the 

combined RATEE reports. 

7. Provide the quantitative analysis that was done to determine that the “grandfathered population 

would pay into risk adjustment at the same PMPM level as the entire block currently does.” 

8. Reconcile the statement above with the federal risk adjustment program impact on line 31 of 

Exhibit 3. 

9. Provide quantitative and qualitative support for the Benefit Relativity and Induced Demand 

Reflected in Index Rate in Exhibit 7. 

10. Provide quantitative support for the PMPM impact of State Taxes separately for the increased 

membership and the changes to the funding mechanism. 

11. Provide quantitative support for the calculation of the ACA Health Insurer Tax. 
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12. Provide an exhibit showing the membership by plan and actuarial value for 2018, 2019 and the 

projection for 2020; the data should include the grandfathered members. 

13. Provide the national study performed by Wakely Consulting Group for the impact of the National 

High Cost Reinsurance Pool. 

14. Provide additional qualitative support for the following statement on the impact of Association 

Health Plans:  

 

“MVP is assuming that the same number of members will exit the market in 2020 and that those 

members will have the same relative morbidity.”  

  

 

To ensure that the review of your filing is completed before statutory deadlines, we expect you to respond 

as expeditiously as possible, but no later than June 10, 2019.  

 

We trust that you understand these forms may not be used in Vermont until they are formally approved by 

the GMCB. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

 

________________________________ 

Josh Hammerquist, FSA, MAAA 

Vice President 

Lewis & Ellis, Inc. 

jhammerquist@LewisEllis.com 

(972)-850-0850 


